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Abstract. The Graphic Processing Units (GPU) are being adopted in many High
Processing Computing (HPC) facilities because of their massively parallel and
extraordinary computing power, which makes it possible to accelerate many general
purpose implementations from different domains. A general-purpose GPU (GPGPU)
is a GPU that performs computations that were traditionally handled by central
processing unit (CPU) to accelerate applications along with handling traditional
computations for graphics rendering. However, GPUs have some limitations, such as
increased acquisition costs as well as larger space requirements, more powerful
energy supplies, and their utilization is usually low for most workloads. That results
in the need of GPU virtualization to maximize the use of an acquired GPU to share
between the virtual machines for optimal use, to reduce power utilization and
minimize the costs. This study comparatively reviews the recent GPU virtualization
techniques including API remoting, para, full and hardware based virtualization,
targeted for general-purpose accelerations.
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1. Introduction & Background. Since the start of 21st century, HPC programmers and researchers have
embraced a new computing model combining two architectures: (i) multi-core processors with powerful and general-
purpose cores, and (ii) many-core application accelerators. The dominant example of accelerators is GPU, with a large
number of processing elements/cores, which can boost performance of HPC applications using higher level parallel
processing paradigm [3]. Because of the high computational cost of current compute-intensive implementations, gpus
are considered as an efficient mean of accelerating the executions of such application by utilizing the parallel
programming paradigm. Present-day gpus are excellent at rendering graphics, and their highly parallel architecture
gives them an edge over traditional cpus to be more efficient for a variety of different compute-intensive algorithms
[4]. High-end computing units comes with gpus that include very large number of small computing units (cores)
supported with a high bandwidth to their private embedded memory [1]. HPC has become a must have technology for
most demanding applications in scientific fields (high-energy physics, computer sciences, weather, climate,
computational chemistry, medical, bio-informatics and genomics), engineering (computational fluid dynamics, energy
and aerospace), crypto, security, economy (market simulations, basket analysis and predictive analysis), creative arts
and designs (compute-intensive image processing, very large 3d rending and motion creative) and graphics
acceleration [2]
Traditionally, the general-purpose computations are performed by central processing unit (CPU) like
additions, subtractions, multiplications, divisions, shifts, matrix and other similar operations, but with the growth of
GPU programming languages such as compute unified device architecture (CUDA), openacc, [5] opengl and opencl
and high computation power of GPU [5] has made it preferred choice of HPC programmers. In GPGPU-
accelerated implementations, the performance is usually boosted by dividing the application parts into compute-
intensive and the rest, and compute-intensive portion is off-loaded to GPU for parallel execution [1], to carry out this
operation, programmers have to define which portion of the application will be executed by CPU and which functions
(or kernels) will be executed by the GPGPU [1].
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the system with CPU and a discrete GPU.
Figure. 1. shows the architecture of a heterogeneous system with a CPU and discrete GPGPU. A GPGPU has
many streaming multiprocessors (SM). Each SM has 32 (can vary) processing cores, L1 cache and a low latency
shared memory. Every computing core has its own local registers, an integer arithmetic logic unit (ALU), a
floating point unit (FPU), and several special function units (SFUs), which executes special set of instructions
e.g. special math & scientific operations. Memory management unit (MMU) of a GPU offers virtual memory
spaces for GPGPU-accelerated implementations. MMU resolves GPU memory address to the physical address by
using its own page table of the application. This ensures that application can only access its own address space.
Discrete GPU is connected to the physical (host) machine through PCI Express interface. The
interaction of GPU and CPU is done through memory mapped I/O (MMIO). The CPU can access the GPU's
registers and memory via MMIO interface. The application's required GPU operations are submitted into buffer
associated to the application's command submission channel (hardware unit in GPU), which is accessible to CPU
through MMIO. Direct memory access (DMA) engine can be used to transfer data between host and GPU
memories [3]. Unlike traditional multi-core processors, GPUs exhibits a basically different approach to execute
parallel applications [6]. GPUs are throughput-oriented, with numerous simple processing cores, and a high-
bandwidth memory architecture. This architecture empower maximizing the throughput of applications with a
high level of concurrent processing, which are split into a large amount of threads executing on different ends in
the allocated program space. This architecture allows hiding the latency of the other queued threads by the
hardware scheduler, when some threads are waiting in long latency to complete operations (arithmetic or memory
access) [7].
Regardless of increasingly more cores, multi-core processors architecture still focus on decreasing
latency in sequential applications by means of utilizing state-of-the-art control logics and larger cache memories.
In contrast, GPUs using parallelism paradigm, speed-up the execution of applications with heaps of simple cores
and excessive memory bandwidth structure. Heterogeneous systems, using multi-core CPUs and GPUs together,
can boost performance of HPC applications, offering better control and parallelism. Traditional CPUs, generally
use control logics and larger caches to effectively handle conditional branches, deadlocks, pipelining stalls, and
poor data locality, while present-day GPGPUs can process intensive workloads, have larger Static Random
Access Memory (SRAM) based local memories, and have some extra functionalities as of conventional
processors, but mainly focus on ensuring higher level of parallel processing and memory bandwidth [3].
Cloud infrastructure can utilize heterogeneous systems to lower the overall operational cost of
acquisition with advantage of better performance and power efficiency [8, 9]. A cloud platform allows users to
run compute-intensive implementations over heterogeneous compute-nodes without acquiring large-scale
clusters, which also save them from maintenance hassle and huge-costs. Additionally, heterogeneous nodes gives
an edge over homogeneous nodes, with the freedom to have compute-intensive programs computed by either
traditional CPUs or highly-parallel GPUs depending on the level of parallelism required. Collectively, these
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attractive advantages are encouraging cloud platform service providers to add GPUs to the cloud instances and
offer heterogeneous programming facilities to the users to achieve higher performance as needed [10, 11, 12].
Fig. 2. Host System Virtualization.
System virtualization is a model that allows to concurrently run diverse operating systems on a single
physical machine, with the goal to attain optimal resource sharing of physical machine in private and shared
computing environments, popular example is cloud computing. The virtualization software is called hypervisor
(a.k.a. virtual machine monitor (VMM)), that virtualizes physical machine resources i.e. CPU, memory, and I/O
resources. A Virtual Machine (VM) use virtualized resources and have a guest OS installed. The guest operating
system runs on VM similarly as the VM were a physical machine. Some well-known hypervisors being used in
production environments for private and shared cloud are VMware ESXi [13], Kernal-based virtual machine
(KVM) [14], Hyper-V [15], and Xen [16]. Fig. 2. shows the virtualization of a host machine through hypervisor.
System resources virtualization can be classified in three main categories: (i) full-virtualization (ii)
para-virtualization (iii) hardware based virtualizations. In full-virtualization setup, the guest OS doesn't know that
it's a guest OS, hence directly issues the resources related calls to underlying hardware including CPU, I/O and
memories. The hypervisor translates those privileged calls into binary format for the guest OS. The benefit of full-
virtualization is that guest OS doesn't need to be modified in order to run in virtual environment, but may have
performance bottlenecks due to direct interaction with host machine hardware. In para-virtualization approach, the
guest OS is modified for system calls and knows that it's a guest OS, hence issues hypercalls (to communicate with
hypervisor) when needs to interact with hardware resources. As compared to full-virtualization, para-virtualization
has lower overheads and better performance. The downside of this approach is that it requires changes in guest
operating system, which can be hectic as drivers and OS updates are released quite often. Hardware-based
virtualizations needs to be capable to run privileged system calls from guest OS. Generally, two modes for
virtualization are there: (i) guest (ii) root, where guest mode is for OS and root mode for hypervisor. Upon a
privileged call from OS, the control is transferred to hypervisor running as root mode, that process the instruction
and control is returned to the guest. The mode changes known as VM Exit (guest to root) and VM Entry (root to
guest). This approach doesn't need to modify the guest OS and offers better performance as compared to full-
virtualization [3]. Resources virtualization plays key role in Cloud computing technology. Virtualization
programs enable creation of virtual environment as VM, which gives freedom of operating system choice, ensures
optimal use of resources at reduced cost. Virtualized systems are always supported with techniques to multiplex
available physical machine resources. Full virtualization solutions are already available for common physical
resources including CPUs, memories, and peripheral devices, since there has been huge amount of research in this
area since early 1960s. [17]. On the other hand, GPU virtualization is a relatively new field of research and a
challenging task. The main barrier to GPU virtualization is the implementations of GPU drivers, which are not
available open for customizations because of intellectual property protections. Moreover, there are no GPU design
standards are regulated, and GPGPU manufacturers have been providing variety of architectures, which supports
different degrees of virtualization. Because of such reasons, usual virtualization methods are not directly
applicable for GPU virtualization [3].
The GPU programming models/APIs include CUDA [18], OpenGL, OpenCL and Direct3D, and most
virtualization methods target these models/APIs for GPU virtualization. CUDA [18] is NVIDIA owned
programming model for parallel computations, which enables programmers to utilize CUDA-enabled GPUs for
general-purpose parallel computations, ultimately converting graphics cards into GPGPU. OpenGL [19] is an
application programming interface (API) library, which is used to access GPU hardware for graphics acceleration.
Its special use includes video games, images processing & rendering, and visualization needs for diverse
applications. OpenGL offers hardware independent API, which can be used to interact with variety of graphics
cards, despite of vendor system software. OpenCL [20] is a library for parallel computations which works over
heterogeneous environments. OpenCL programming language offers syntax similar to C language known as
OpenCL C to code computing kernels, and set of APIs to launch kernels into an OpenCL device (e.g. GPU) and
facilitates data transfer management between device and host memories. The main difference in OpenCL and
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CUDA is that CUDA is only supported by NVIDIA GPUs, while OpenCL can execute applications over variety of
accelerators (e.g. GPU, regardless of vendor) and CPUs. Direct3D [21] is a Microsoft owned graphics API for
Windows. This API can be used to accelerate 3D graphics for performance hungry applications e.g. games. It
provides general abstraction layer to interact with GPU hardware, and offers advanced graphics features such as
buffering and anti-aliasing. The GPU applications can be classified into two categories a) conventional graphic-
accelerations b) general purpose computing. Graphic acceleration includes rendering of 2D, 3D graphics and
simulations, while general-purpose computing involves parallel computations. The rapidly increasing demand of
GPU for general-purpose computing requires the availability of GPU instances in cloud infrastructure services.
This study comparatively reviews the recent available GPU virtualization techniques & strategies for general-
purpose computing i.e. GPGPU Virtualization techniques. Gpgpu Virtualization Techniques: This section
briefly describes the recent GPU virtualization techniques. In terms of implementation approach, the GPU
virtualization can be classified into three classes: (i) API Remoting (ii) Para &Full (iii) Hardware-based
virtualization methods.
2.1.1 Api Remoting Gpgpu Virtualization: Application Programming Interface (API) is a method to interact
with remote providers for different types of requests fulfillments. In GPU virtualization perspective, API
Remoting is a higher level frontend approach where a GPGPU related request is forwarded to remote (or host)
server equipped with GPGPU, that process the request and send the results back to VM. Without source-code of
GPU drivers, it’s difficult to virtualize them at driver level, thus API remoting allows virtualization at libraries
level. Fig. 3. illustrates the process of interaction between VM and remote server for GPGPU related requests, the
steps shows that a request is initiated by GPU application, is intercepted by wrapper of programming model on
VM to frontend layer, that is transferred to remote host OS, that dispatch the request to programming model
handler, that further is transferred to GPU driver to be executed on GPU, and in reverse process the response is
returned to GPU application.
Fig. 3. API Remoting GPU Interaction.
The API remoting approach is allows to write portable GPU based applications and is easier to setup and
integrate [22]. The advantages of this approach includes; easy setup, highly-portable applications, dynamic linking
and wide range of supported GPU models and architectures. Generally this virtualization layer runs in user-space,
in result, such library calls may bypass hypervisor. The restraints are to keep wrapper libraries updated in order to
comply with vendor updates [24], and difficult to have fundamental virtualization features including fault-
tolerance and live migration [25]. Since launch of NVIDIA’s CUDA, GPUs are being used widely as GPGPU to
accelerate applications as CUDA allows programmers to exploit GPU’s power for general-purpose computations,
which increased the need of GPGPU’s virtualization to be used in cloud environment and sharing between VMs
[3].
GViM [26] enables virtualization at CUDA API level which can be implemented on Xen-based hypervisor.
This allows a guest machine to use GPU attached to the host, an Interpose Library to access CUDA from guest
OS, a frontend driver to communicate with the host backend driver. GViM utilize memory allocated by Xenstore
[27] instead of using network transfer for data-intensive application, and concentrates on efficient sharing of heaps
of data between host and guest VM. Furthermore, it use shared memory concept to share address spaces of
application on guest VM & host GPU, which eliminates the need to copy data between user and kernel spaces, that
ultimately boost the processing performance. vCUDA [28] allows to virtualize GPU in the Xen hypervisor. It
offers a CUDA library wrapper and virtual GPU (vGPU) to the VM and vCUDA library at host level. The guest
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OS use CUDA wrapper to generate API call to the host as a client, and wrapper library creates vGPUs to give full
view of host GPUs. vCUDA stub at host level works as server to execute API requests for GPU access. It use
XML-RPC [29] channel for efficient communicate between host vCUDA and guest VM. In recent release [30],
vCUDA is deployed in KVM using VMRPC [31] with VMCHANNEL [32]. Due to XML-RPC network
transmission overhead, VMRPC use shared-memory space between VM and host OS. To minimize latency
between virtual machines, VMCHANNEL allows an asynchronous message system in KVM. vCUDA utilize Lazy
RPC for GPU calls that can be delayed, and process them in a batch to boost performance by reducing context
switching overheads. CUDA [34] targets remote GPGPU acceleration to have GPU related computations
performed over a remote host. It implements virtual CUDA-complied layers to execute GPU related calls over
remote host without involving hypervisor. More precisely, rCUDA offers wrapper library for CUDA API on guest
VM to generate and send GPU related calls to the remote GPU host. The guest VM and GPU host use TCP/IP
communication protocol to interact with each other. rCUDA performance may be limited by network overloads
when large number of VMs are accessing remote GPU server concurrently. To eliminate network issues, rCUDA
offers application-level interaction mechanism [33]. Recent improvements in rCUDA provides support
multithreaded applications, lower overheads to use GPU within local cluster, and allows an application running on
a VM to utilize all the available GPUs within the cluster to, which truly maximize the performance of HPC
applications [34].
GVirtuS [36] offers support for many hypervisors e.g. VMWare, Xen and KVM by establishing a
transparent layer between VM and host. It uses usual approach as CUDA wrapper, frontend and backend drivers.
The VM have frontend driver, while backend driver operates in host machine, both drivers communicates through
a hypervisor specific communicator. Since the GPU virtualization efficiency depends on communication between
guest VM and GPU host, to gain maximum performance, GVirtuS utilize communication channel offered by
hypervisors i.e. VMSocket is used for KVM, XenLoop [37] for Xen and VMCI [38] for VMware. Later, GVirtueS
introuced VMShm communicator [39] to improve communication using shared memory paradigm, which reserves
POXIS shared memory block on the host to allow memory mapping for communication between VM and backend
host. GVirtuS also support remote GPU accelerations through TCP/IP-based channel. It now also support x86 and
ARM CPUs over cloud clusters and appliances as well as local work stations [40].
GVM [41] model estimates the performance of GPU-based implementation and verify it by own
virtualization framework consisting of (i) user process APIs, (ii) virtual shared memory and (iii) GPU
Virtualization Manager (GVM). The guest OS is modified to include APIs, which programmers use to make calls
virtual GPUs. The GVM operates in host which initialize the vGPUs, receives guest requests and pass them to
discrete GPU. POSIX shared memory is used for communication between host and guest operating systems.
Pegasus [42] is an advances the GViM [26], which operates at hypervisor level and share accelerators
among multiple VMs. It introduced the concept of an accelerator virtual CPU (aVCPU) which is similar to virtual
CPUs, and it manifests the state of a guest executing calls over GPGPU. aVCPU is first-class schedulable
component that have call buffer at guest VM, polling process on GPU host, and runtime API for CUDA. Guest OS
calls for GPU are stored in shared buffer between guest and host, a polling thread selects the GPU calls from
buffer and pass to CUDA to execute on physical GPU. By making its interface similar to CUDA API, Pegasus
provide support for existing application for GPGPU needs [42].Shadowfax [43] further advances Pegasus [42] by
handling the limitations that Pegasus powered application face when in need of higher GPU computational
powers, as Pegasus can utilize only local GPUs while combining additional remote nodes with local GPU can
boost performance. Shadowfax offers concept of GPGPU clusters, which can be used by variety of virtual
solutions according to GPGPU application need. It use Pegasus's concept to empower applications for local GPU,
and for remote host, it creates fake VM through remote server thread, which have a buffer to queue calls, and for
each VM, a polling process in remote host. Shadowfax use batching to minimize remote communication overheads
for GPU requests and data. VOCL [44] offers GPGPU virtualization similar to rCUDA [34] but for OpenCL
implementations. It utilize remote GPUs to accelerate virtual devices that support OpenCL. It implements wrapper
library on guest VM and VOCL process on GPU host. The library on client end sends the request to remote host,
where it's processed by VOCL proxy process. A rich and dynamic MPI [45] channel is used for communication
between client and remote host. DS-CUDA [46] too offers remote GPU virtualization similar to rCUDA [34]. DS-
CUDA consists of a compiler and a server. Compiler is used to generate wrapper functions for CUDA API calls,
and server to receive calls/data and execute them on remote host. It uses RPC or IniniBand channels for
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communication. In contrast to other similar remote virtualization approaches, DS-CUDA performs redundant
calculations over two different GPUs in a cluster, to ensure the integrity that the computed outcome is correct.
Enhanced XMLRPC [47] model is based on XML-RPC and CUDA. It's similar approach as of rCUDA [34] for
remote GPU virtualization but with optimized data encapsulation concept. In this paradigm, the XMLRPC data is
optimized using XMLRPC-String method before sending over the network to the remote GPU host. It focus on
keeping the number of packets at minimum with optimized packet size. It claims to boost performance by 4.5X to
7X, with and without pre-processing respectively.
FairGV [48] model focus on weighted fair sharing and utilization of the GPU in mixed workloads. It
introduce trap-less architecture for GPU processing, queuing methods and co-scheduling policies. Trap-less
architecture helps boosting the performance, since trapping in OS kernel adds execution overhead and impact the
performance. FairGV can interact with GPU calls directly from user space without hypervisor or kernel trapping.
In FairGV, the guest VM sends request to host to be processed and data is shared through shared memory between
guest and host OS. The VM frontend polls the response ring for the result of request. The major difference
between FairGV and other similar solution is that FairGV is trap-less, it also offers queuing and scheduling
policies in combination to boost performance.
2.2 Para & Full Gpgpu Virtualization: API Remoting gives ability to virtualize GPU with less effort and
acceptable performance, but requires to update API libraries as soon as the underlying GPU vendor libraries
update or new functionalities may not be available and it may break existing functionalities if vendor decides to
remove certain feature calls from libraries. To keep libraries updated is a tedious task, to eliminate these
limitations, para & full virtualization approaches are used, which allows to virtualize the GPUs at driver level.
Para virtualization requires driver’s modification, while full virtualization doesn’t need driver modification.
Generally, vendor doesn’t provide source code for GPU drivers, but AMD has released GPU architecture
documentation for their models [49], also some programmers has reverse engineered [50, 51, 52] NVIDIA GPU
interfaces. Collectively, due to the efforts, custom drivers has been built for AMD and NVIDIA GPUs that leads
to para & full virtualization methods. Fig. 3. explains the architecture of the para & full GPU virtualization
techniques, in which guest OS is equipped with modified (para) or unmodified (full) GPU driver. QEMU GPU
device on the host end receives the GPU calls from guest through a shared memory at hypervisor level. QEMU
device pass the GPU requests to physical GPU and result is returned to guest OS. The vGPU manifests the
requests for each VM. The guest driver thinks QEMU device as actual GPU.
This approach has an edge that GPU libraries doesn’t need to be modified and existing applications can
also run over this virtualization architecture. Additionally, since hypervisor is involved in this approach, so the
GPU calls can be controlled, monitored and also live migration is supported. The downside of this approach is
that it relies on custom GPU drivers, which can be produced only through open documentation provided by the
GPU vendors or reproduction by inference. LoGV [53] is a para-virtualization solution for KVM virtualized
platform where guest VM is equipped with custom PathScale [51] GPU driver. The PathScale driver is a reverse
engineered solution for NVIDIA GPUs and is available as open-source. The basic function of the LoGV
architecture is to partition GPU memory into various parts, and a VM is only allowed to interact with own part.
GPU's partitioned memory and GPU accelerated application's address space is mapped together using memory
management unit (MMU) available in today’s GPUs. LoGV support guest to interact with mapped region
without a role of hypervisor by configuring GPU page tables referenced by MMU. LoGV intervenes memory
allocation to prevent a VM from mapping in other guest VMs spaces. The driver at guest end is responsible to
send such operations to hypervisor, and these requests are validated by virtual device at hypervisor level. After
validations, upon receiving mapping requests from virtual device, GPU driver in the host completes the memory
allocations. A command submission channel is established similarly, where GPU application can send requests
directly to the GPU without involving hypervisor.
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Fig. 4. Para & Full Virtualization Architecture.
KVM-based hypervisor [54] paravirtualization approach was developed for Heterogeneous System Architecture
(HSA). HSA by AMD architecture puts CPU and GPU on same chip to eliminate communication overheads and
enables both GPU/CPU to use shared virtual memory. The KVM-based hypervisor solution implements the
assignment of page tables by CPU’s MMU to IOMMU so GPU can use them as shadowtables. Furthermore, an
interrupt is generated by HSA when a page fault is occurred in GPU, which triggers CPU to modify the referenced
page for GPU. This KVM-based approach asks the guest OS to update guest page table upon interrupt from HSA.
GPUs use shadow page tables for addressing but for the sake of integrity, the guest page tables are updated too. The
guest VMs are equipped with a custom driver, responsible to these operations. Lastly, HSA architecture facilitates a
shared buffer between CPU and GPU in user space to queue GPU commands. This KVM-based approach just inform
GPU about this buffer address residing at guest OS, so that guest VM can directly interact with physical GPU. VGVM
[55] is another para-virtualization solution, consist of a VGVM library, a frontend driver and a backend driver.
Existing applications using CUDA Runtime API remains compatible, and VGVM library transfer the routine
arguments to the host through frontend driver, and receive results. It intercepts the routine arguments, bundle them
GPU request along with other data and forward to the frontend driver. VGVM frontend driver works as a middle agent
between library and host, which sends execution requests to the GPU host backend driver. Frontend driver is
implemented in guest VM's kernel, and also manage the memory allocations and copy the arguments from user-space
to kernel-space, upon receiving result from backend, the process is reversed by copying results from kernel to user
space. Finally, a backend driver as virtual CUDA device, which acts like a dispatcher to handle multiple requests from
VMs and have them executed over GPU. The results of execution are dispatched back to requesting VM's frontend
driver that further deliveries to GPU application. GPUvm [56,57] offers both para & full virtualization solutions over
Xen hypervisor using Nouveau [50] driver on virtual machine. In full-virtualization scenario, GPUvm partitions GPU’s
physical memory and MMIO space in several parts, where each part is assigned to different VM, which helps keeping
the VMs isolated. By using dedicated GPU shadow page table for each VM, Virtual GPU memory addresses are
translated to physical GPU address of allocated part of partitioned memory. GPUvm cannot handle page faults because
of limitations in NVIDIA GPU architecture, thus GPUvm scans whole page table on every TLB flush to update
shadow page table. Every GPU request from guest VM creates a page fault, as parted MMIO space is setup as read-
only, thus OS intervenes and surpass the access to Xen driver space. Hardware has limited number of command
submission channels, GPUvm virtualize them. It then creates shadow channels that are mapped to virtual channels.
Overall, GPUvm full virtualization solution is not efficient because (i) it need to scan whole page table on each TLB
flush (ii) it needs to intercept each GPU request. GPUvm handles the second limitation by using BAR Remap,
intercepting only GPU related calls that requires access GPU channel descriptors, and other possible isolation
problems are handled by using shadow page tables. The first GPUvm limitation can be solved with para virtualization
approach offered by GPUvm. Similar to Xen [16], GPUvm creates guest page tables, and guests use these page tables
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directly instead of shadow tables. VM driver perform hypercalls to GPUvm when there is a need to update GPU page
table, which then are validated by GPUvm for isolation between guests. G-KVM [58] is a full GPGPU virtualization
approach on KVM hypervisor which is inspired by its predecessor GPUvm [56, 57] (which can only run on Xen). Both
hypervisors Xen and KVM are different in architecture, Xen is implemented at bare-level hardware which can manage
memory and tasks scheduling for VMs like an OS, while KVM is implemented in kernel to offer virtualizations. G-
KVM, in addition to GPUvm features, uses an aggregator and a QEMU device design.
2.3 Hardware-Based Gpgpu Virtualization: Hardware-based virtualization techniques allows VMs to directly access
the GPU instead of using APIs or emulators. This approach utilize the hardware virtualization extensions offered by
the GPU vendors e.g. NVIDIA GRID [65], AMD-Vi [68] and Intel VT-d [67]. The Direct Memory Access (DMA)
channels and interrupts are mapped to VM directly, which allows direct data transfer from GPU memory to VM
without hypervisor intervention and interrupts are directly sent to VM. Hardware virtualization is further divided into
two categories (i) single VM per GPU support (ii) multiple VMs per GPU support. AMD-Vi and Intel VT-d falls
under first category, while NVIDIA GRID allows multiplexing and falls under second category.
Fig. 5. Hardware-based Virtualization Architecture.
Fig. 5 illustrates the hardware-based architecture for AMD-Vi or VT-d. The VM can interact with GPU directly
without any custom modified driver or library and hypervisor involvement is not needed. As AMD-Vi and VT-d just
support single virtual machine per GPU, so a pluggable approach, which dynamically add/remove the GPU device in
VM, is used to share GPU between multiple VMs. Hardware-based virtualization gives the maximum performance
since no middleware (libraries) are involved and address spaces are directly mapped with VM and host, but
implementation of live-migration and fault-tolerance is relatively difficult over this architecture.
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) [59] is the first platform that introduced GPUs for cloud
users, and used Intel's pass-through technology [60]. Amazon introduced Cluster GPU Instances (CGI), which gives
couple of NVIDIA GPGPUs to every VM [61]. HPC applications in need of massive parallelism can exploit CGIs,
which offers direct GPU access to each VM. The virtualization performance of the CGIs are measured and
benchmarks shows that compute-intensive applications can exploit GPUs in cloud for performance boost, while
memory-intensive applications may have performance penalty due to EC2 structure that implements ECC memory
error detection, which can ultimately cap the memory bandwidth.
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vmCUDA [62] is a hybrid solution that use API Remoting and Hardware-based approaches together that
enable GPU virtualization in VMware ESX hypervisor. It introduces the concept of appliance VM, which acts like
middle server to serve multiple VMs, and pass-through the intercepted requests to actual GPU. It offers CUDA
applications from different VMs to utilize GPU and ensure optimal usage. It's compatible with vMotion, which
supports live migration, that means the guest VM can either be on the same node as of appliance VM or can be
remotely located. vmCUDA doesn't need any modification to the hypervisor or existing CUDA applications. It offers
API libraries and a frontend driver to the guest VM to interact with appliance VM. vmCUDA utilize vRDMA [63],
VMCI [64] or TCP/IP channels in order to have communication between frontend / backend drivers.
NVIDIA GRID [65] eliminates the limitations of GPU sharing between the VMs that may be caused in
pass-through methods. It implements Input/output Memory Management Unit (IOMMU), which translates VM's
virtual address space to physical GPU's address space. Furthermore, GRID offers dedicated input buffer to each VM to
isolate commands from other VMs. These changes to architecture has enabled GRID to sense virtualization and isolate
every VM's GPU interaction, but still provides performance as of pass-through design. Cloud infrastructure can best
utilize the NVIDIA GPUs including GRID Tesla M6, M60, K1 and K2, they all support the GRID, that make the
NVIDIA GPUs better choice for multi-VM services. Hong et al. [66] benchmarked the performance of NVIDIA
GRID-enabled GPGPUs for cloud gaming platforms, which shows that GRID-enabled GPUs gives higher
performance than usual pass-through based GPUs due to optimized GPU hardware.
Comparison & Discussion: In this section all the virtualization techniques discussed above are summarized and
compared for their features and architecture. Fig. 6 describes the list of supported hardware by each virtualization
method. The hardware detail column show the GPU vendor and model that was used to test the corresponding
technique, GPU models other than in following table may be supported as well. This would help in quickly scanning
through the techniques for your needed hardware and available GPU models. Fig. 7 shows the detailed comparison of





GViM [26] GeForce 8800, 9800 GTX (Tesla)
vCUDA[28] GeForce 8600 GT (Tesla)
rCUDA [34] All NVIDIA GPUs from Tesla
architecture
GVirtuS [36] All NVIDIA GPUs from Tesla
architecture
GVM [41] Tesla C2070 (Fermi)
Pegasus [42] GeForce 9800 GTX (Tesla)
Shadowfax [43] GeForce 8800, 9800 GTX (Tesla)
VOCL [44] Tesla M2070 (Fermi)





LoGV [53] GeForce GTX480
KVM-based [54] AMD Radeon R7
VGVM [55] Tesla M2050
GPUvm [56,57] Quadro 6000 (Fermi)
G-KVM [58] Geforce GTX 480
Intel [67] Any GPU with pass-through support
Amazon EC2 [59] Variety of NVIDIA GPUs
vmCUDA [62] Quadro 4000 (Fermi)
NVIDIA GRID [65] Any GPU with GRID support
Fig. 6. Hardware Details for Virtualization Techniques.
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Fig. 7 shows the detailed comparison of the GPGPU virtualization approaches discussed in previous section. The
solutions are compared on the following metrics;
Virtualization category: This field compares the available techniques for their approach type, whether they offer API
Remoting, para-virtualization, full-virtualization or hardware-based GPGPU virtualization.
Hypervisor: This field compares the discussed solutions from their compatible hypervisor perspective, hypervisors
options include KVM, Xen, VMware, Parallels or other.
Remote acceleration: This metric shows that whether an approach support the usage of a GPGPU installed on a
remote node, either in same cluster or totally different network based cluster.
Programming model: This field compares the approaches from their programming model point, to whether an
approach support CUDA or OpenCL programming library, this metric can help programmers to pick the right library
to develop GPGPU empowered applications.
GPU Hardware: This field lists the GPGPU vendors for their support for particular virtualization method, Fig. 6
describes this column in detail with GPU models and vendor details.
Multiplexing: This field shows that whether an approach supports or not, the GPU sharing between multiple VMs.
Fig. 7 shows that most of the techniques falls under API Remoting category, because of its relatively easy
implementation and maintenance attracts more programmers. Additionally, API Remoting can be used on the
environments where GPGPU virtualization is not supported by the hardware natively. API Remoting also allows to
develop portable GPGPU application, which can be deployed on an environment equipped with the dependent library,
regardless of underlying hardware. Para & Full virtualizations are also trendy due to other benefits over API
Remoting, which allows live-migrations and also lower communication overheads makes this approach faster than API
Remoting. Hardware-based methods provides ultimate performance because of almost none communication
overheads, as shared memory paradigms are used and VMs can directly interact with host without interference of
hypervisors or network layers. Further, the comparison reveals that KVM and Xen are the popular hypervisors being
used for virtualization approaches from all three categories, VMware support is available only hardware-based
approaches. Remote acceleration is supported by majority of API Remoting approaches, which allows the sharing of a
GPU installed over a remote node either on the same cluster or total different network.
GPGPUs support two programming models (i) CUDA (ii) OpenCL. Comparison table shows that CUDA is
the most popular programming model supported by majority of the virtualization approaches. It also shows that which
availability of particular architecture as open-source, list reveals that not many of the architectures are available as
open-source. GPU vendors and compared which shows that NVIDIA is the leading provider of the GPGPUs and are
being supported by the wide range of the virtualization techniques. Multiplexing all ticks shows that almost
approaches support the sharing of a single physical GPU between multiple VMs. This survey reveals that though
there has been good amount of research dealing with GPGPU virtualization and many challenges has been addressed,
but still GPGPU virtualization has not reached its adulthood. There are many areas that needs improvements including
scalability, security, portability, power efficiency, shared spaces, live migration, communication between guest VMs
and host.
Conclusion: Since the rise of HPC, heterogeneous systems are being exploited to improve the efficiency of the
applications by exploiting the parallel paradigms to achieve higher computational performance but at lower cost. This
study has reviewed the GPU virtualization techniques that focus on virtualization for general-purpose accelerations.
Cloud is a heterogeneous environment, and GPGPU virtualization allows to share a physical GPU between multiple
heterogeneous virtual machines to save costs, ensure optimal usage of the GPGPU devices, and offer its customers
high-performance platform.  In this survey, the available GPGPU virtualization solutions are explored and compared
for their possible features and supported frameworks. The study reveals that API Remoting, para, full, and hardware-
based solutions has been presented to perform the GPGPU virtualization. Furthermore, NVIDIA is the leading vendor
among GPGPU providers and CUDA is the most supported programming language. Each virtualization solution has
own benefits and limitations, which can be adopted according to the need and available hardware resources. Future
work may involve exploring the GPGPU virtualization along with scheduling methods, and benchmarking these
techniques to get real numbers and comparisons.
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